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Dear RPS trustees, volunteers, staff and friends
 
Following last week’s deadlines, we held interviews this week for the new appointed trustee positions
- which included Honorary Treasurer. It was a fascinating group of people, with a wide variety of skills
and experiences to offer us. The process was managed by our Nominations Committee (chaired by
Gaynor Davies) and supported by Kate. My thanks to all of them. Based on those interviewed,
NomCom have made a series of recommendations to the board, which they will consider at the board
meeting next week. So, I hope to have more to report soon.
 
 
We had lots more visits to Generations this week, including from a group of students, who Michael
presented to. Later, one of them wrote the following to us:
 

The talk was extremely useful, and everyone was moved by the exhibition. With the
current state of affairs, the show felt more relevant than ever and sparked many
interesting discussions in the group. 

 
 
There’s a new article by Alison Webber on the RPS website here about the work of Nicky Ebbage,
who is a member of our EDI Committee.
 
I’d also like to point you back to the article about the winners of the Garden Photographer of the Year
competition, as it now also includes an image from our own John Cavana, Chair of the Visual Art
Group.
 
Don’t forget that IPE164 is now open for new entries, details here.
 
 
Alan Cameron writes:
 

The Contemporary Group AGM is on Zoom on 2nd April.  The event is open
to Contemporary Group Members. We are posting all our reports ahead of the meeting in
the Events section of our website about our AGM. 

  
The AGM it is followed by and events open to all - a talk followed by a discussion on
the theme "Reform, Recycle, Reuse or Repurpose." The main talk is "Scotland: A re-
wilding journey,” given by Peter Cairns of the Charity Scotland: The Big Picture. That will
be followed by an opportunity to submit images and some words as a response to the
climate crisis and the way we use our earth. 

  
Our next two Contemporary Group Online Talks are with some of our latest Fellows.
 Alexandra Prescott FRPS's talk next Monday (21st March) is called "Universal Truths - 

 a presentation on a journey and a project," and on the 25th April we hear from
Carol Olerud FRPS discussing the last days of her father’s life in “18 Days - a Time of
Great Sadness.”  We are busy lining up more speakers including Christy Lee Rogers
who was recently featured on the BBC1 series “Extraordinary Portraits.” Watch this
space.

  
On the News section of our microsite you will also find a complete list of all our past
talks where we have been given permission by speakers to record their sessions. Of
particular interest is a hot off the press paper by Adrian Hough ARPS called
“Understanding Contemporary Photography.” Many people ask what is COntemporary
Photography about and Adrian’s paper is excellent read.

  

mailto:evan@rps.org
https://rps.org/news/bristol/2022/march/bristol-trans-portrait-project/
https://rps.org/news/bristol/2022/march/rps-member-successes-at-igpoty-15/
https://rps.org/ipe164


All these events and news items can be seen now now
on https://rps.org/groups/contemporary/ 

 
 
 
 
Mark from Documentary writes:
 

Our DPOTY Exhibition completed its run at St John’s College, Oxford.  The Thames
Valley volunteers staffed the exhibition every day throughout the three weeks. We had
lots of good feedback and it initiated several interesting conversations and some
potential follow on activities. All in all a great start, and many thanks to all the volunteers
for making this happen.   The DPOTY Exhibition is now heading to FUJIFILM House of
Photography in London over the weekend and will open on 15 March.  To complete our
Engagement Talk series for this season, we have David Hurn, Martin Parr and Nick
Hedges over the next month. All free and bookable online. 

 
 
Tomorrow, I’m joining the morning’s Members’ Committee meeting - then next week, we have a board meeting
on Monday; the Awards Committee on Tuesday; and the EDI Committee on Friday. It’s also the last week of the
Generations exhibition, so please do come and see it if you’ve not been yet.
 
 
If you’re not sure who anyone is named above, the names of all staff are all online here:
https://rps.org/about/staff/ 
 
I hope you’re enjoying my weekly Snapshots. Please do send me anything you’d like me to share. I would be
grateful if chairs and ROs could circulate this to their group members, if appropriate - and if you are receiving
this indirectly, do drop me a line if you’d like me to add your email to the circulation list.
 
As usual, please do keep in touch, and do let us know if you’d like to discuss anything.
 
Happy weekending! 
 
 
Evan
 
__________________________

  
Evan Dawson  (He/Him)

 Chief Executive Officer  |  The Royal Photographic Society  
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